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What are 1-3 specific things that you like about section?
What are 1-3 specific things that you like about section?
1. I like the get-to-know-you Qs at the beginning of each section. 2. I like that Erin’s slides provide structure (dare I
say, social scaffolding??), but we’re allowed to direct the conversation ourselves for the most part.
thoughtful discussions, everyone is inclusive of one another’s opinions
1. I like that they are not directly tied to lecture and so add more interesting things 2. There is no pressure to take
notes or remember things for exam, so I can actually sit there and enjoy learning 3. The slides are fun and engaging
and it’s clear that the teaching team puts a lot of effort into them!
Erin makes a great effort to allow conversation to develop and continue rather than giving us the talking points she
wants to hear or cutting off conversations too early.
-Makes the content of the course feel applicable and personal -Well facilitated discussion that does not lead to arguing
-Comfortable environment
1. Erin asks very insightful questions that allow me to think more deeply 2. I enjoy discussion amongst other peers in
the class
people are respectful of everyone’s ideas and opinions
interactive discussions
Interaction with classmates, connection to social issues
Erin is super nice, and I love hearing the opinions of my classmates.
discussions, questions in the beginning
Erin facilitates a really open and comfortable environment, and I always feel safe sharing my opinions in section. She
leads discussion well and encourages us to think independently while also guiding us through relevant material.
Erin is extremely fun and kind. She keeps section interesting and is clearly passionate about the material and us
I love the icebreakers! It is so fun to go around the room and hear what everyone has to say about a question, and
Erin’s questions are always so fun and thought-provoking. It also makes section a much more casual space and helps us
learn a little more about each other. Honestly the icebreaker is one of the best parts of my day.
i like how calm and relaxed it is
- how engaging it can be - erin is so kind
I like how section is an open, inclusive environment and how the TAs are encouraging
Class engagement, section topics, organization
1. icebreakers 2. sharing experiences 3. always incorporates inequalities/inequity within topic
I like the topics that we discuss as they actually pertain to current events and our lives right now which keeps my
interest. I like how we start off with an icebreaker because it builds a level of comfort and makes discussions feel more
natural. I like that everyone pretty much gets a chance to say their piece and contribute to the discussion.
1. I like how in my section we start off with an ice breaker type question it makes the vibe of the class better 2. I like
how the conversation is always directly relevant to the reading.
I really like the real-world examples we discuss in discussion. These examples not only provide more insight into the
lecture material, but they help us consider the ethical and practical challenges involved in conducting developmental
psychology research.
Engaging discussions with little pressure when speaking
1. I like the icebreaker at the beginning 2. I like how it’s more of a conversation
1. Very low-stress, everyone is respectful and welcoming. 2. I really like the intros we do every class because they are
ice breakers and help me learn names.
The inclusive environment
I like that its more real world application of what we learn in class
I like the more active / engagement element of it in comparison to lecture.
It feels like a discussion and not just everyone saying their own opinions - it flows well, Erin is a great conductor of
discussions as she listens and repeats students opinions and adds on to them by asking a question to further the
discussion.
Erin,
They were engaging and enjoyable
I enjoy our discussions of the taking side articles.
I like the outside material that ties to the reading and furthers the discussion.
close environment, safe space, interesting discussion
I like that we’re all very respecting of each other’s opinions, and when there are disagreements, they’re always minor
and handling maturely.
Erin is super nice and I think the little intros are fun
How everyone can talk about how they feel about the readings, and learning from others.
I like the interactive nature
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1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree
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I can get help with lecture material from my TA if I need it
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I enjoy section
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I feel valued and respected in section
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The TA is flexible and adapts the learning environment when things do not go according to plan.
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